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writing tasks A way to improve
student performance
by stephen dunbar vancouver school board

classroom teachers make decisions on a
daily basis about the best ways to help
students not only learn but learn how to
learn in addition they seek to find ways
to help students transfer skills not only
within a subject area but across subject
areas in order to assist classroom teachers
in these processes this paper explores
what effect a visual designed to increase
students metacognitivemeta awarenesscognitive of what
is involved in a task has on their ability
to produce a piece of writing that matches
the general criteria of a specific writing
task and on their ability to express
themselves linguistically specifically it
examines the task of writing a character
sketch

if a metacognitivemeta awarenesscognitive of what a
task involves is of little significance there
should be no significant difference between
writing produced in a task where students
are given no specific strategies and in a
task where they are given a visual that
relates what is required of the task in
general to its application in a specific
situation with respect to

i the general organization of the writing
ii the linguistic quality of the writing

literature review

several studies meyer 1985 carrell
1985 1990 carrell et al 1989 in the area
of reading have indicated that a heightened
awareness of metacognitivemeta factorscognitive has a
positive impact on students ability to
comprehend textual information carrell

1985 1990 concluded that making
students conscious of text organization
increased their ability to recall top level as
well as low level rhetorical organization of
expository text and increased their ability
to express relationships amongst the ideas
carrell 1989 similarly concluded that
direct teaching of text organization
enhanced ESL readers ability to
comprehend expository text research
with native english speakers meyer
1985 has also shown that knowledge of
the schematic structure of text enhances a
readers ability to comprehend text

however what metacognitivemeta awarenesscognitive
a learner needs or what a learner needs to
know about leaminglearning in order to perform a
task successfully is not always so easy to
determine once task components become
automatic it is easy enough to view the
product what the learner hopes to attain
but not so easy to see the process the
components that make up the whole

one way to approach analysis of task is
to use mohans 1986 knowledge
framework the knowledge framework
suggests that all tasks have two aspects
general theoretical knowledge and

specific practical knowledge p 40 in
addition all tasks or situations include a
set of knowledge structures KS as
shown in table 1

in addition it suggests that each
knowledge structure such as classif-
ication appears across subject areas both
in and out of school for example
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background knowledge

classification principles evaluation

description sequence choice

action situation adapted from mohan 1989 p 104.104

table 1

classification is as much a part of home
economics as it is of physics and as
students soon realize not only are they
classified into groups but they also
encounter classification in record shops in
sports and in all other aspects of their
lives having a knowledge of
classification in general then can assist a
student in learning a new mode of
classification since she has background
knowledge that enables himherhigher to
comprehend this type of relationship

in addition knowledge structures can be
observed in text oral or written and can
also be represented visually the main
difference is that text is defined by its
stages or schematic structure mohan
1989 p 102 while visuals or serniosemiotic
representations of knowledge structures
are defined on the basis of logicosemantic
relations p 113 also whereas genres
text structures account for differences

between texts KSs account for simil-
arities between texts and between verbal
and nonverbal communication p 113

this is relevant to the present study
since the knowledge framework is
recommended as a way to analyze the
general knowledge a task requires as well
as a way to develop a visual that links this
general knowledge to a specific situation

subjects

the subjects for this research project

were 16 grade 8 students in a modified
english class in a canadian secondary
school the students had previously been
identified by their elementary schools as
students who were likely to encounter
difficulty in secondary school because of
their level of language proficiency the
group included males 69 and females
31 native speakers 25 and

nonnativenon speakersnative 75 canadian bom
81 and people bomborn outside of canada
19 none of the students had attended

an ESL class but a majority of the
students 75 were nonnativenon speakersnative
and all of the students had attended
learning assistance centresbentres at various
times in their elementary schools

task description

A short story ramon from the
prescribed english text was selected
because it was one of the few stories in

the text with two equally main
characters As such it provided an
opportunity to assign students two writing
tasks that were equally challenging after
having read the short story and after
having had a chance to discuss the story as
a class the students were asked to

a write a character sketch of the story
teller one main character in the story

b write a character sketch of ramon
another main character in the story

8 1
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all of the students performed task A and
then task B they were given a half an
hour to do each task for task A they
were simply given a half an hour to do the
writing they were told they could use this
half hour to get organized for the writing
as well as do the writing but were given
no specific instructions as to how to
organize themselves for task B the half
hour was divided as follows during the
first part the students were reminded of
what they had been asked to include in
previous character sketches they had
written they were then shown a visual
organizer see figure 1 that had been used
for a previous writing task of the same
type the students were then asked to take a
few minutes to make a similar visual of
their own about ramon before
beginning to do the actual writing for
both writing tasks the students were
permitted to refer to the story in their book
and to use materials from class discussion

it is interesting to note that in task A
none of the students chose to spend time
organizing their writing and not one of the
students was able to actually complete the
writing several students started writing
abandoned their attempts started again
looked through their text and generally
fumbled around using the time quite
unproductively the atmosphere in the
class was one of discomfort with
questions about what they should write
what they should include whether or not
they needed an introduction et etceteracetera

during task B the students had less
time to actually write because time had
been taken up with drawing their attention
to what a writing of this type should
include and because the students took
time to organize information from the
story in their visual in spite of this each
of the 16 students was able to complete
the task

organization SHEET FOR CHARACTER SKETCH
introduction
title
plot
place
time
main character
body

how the author lets reasons why the character
us know is like this

what the character
is like

in the beginning

in the middle

at the end

conclusion
Is the character believable whywhy not

figure 1

L
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background KNOWLEDGE

classification principles evaluation
parts of a character sketch

components of each part

purpose of each part

how the parts are
put together

how a writing is evaluated

how well their writing
matches the criteria

placing bits of information
in each part

how to show sequence
of events

how to show cause
effect relationships

selecting parts of
story to use

description SEQUENCE CHOICE

SPECIFIC SITUATIONSITUATI
table 2

task analysis

table 2 above gives an analysis of the
task based on the knowledge framework
mohan 1986 As the breakdown

shows successful performance of this
task requires that students draw on their
general or background knowledge of
writing a character sketch and apply this
to a specific situation making this type
of connection though it seems an
obvious one to make does not come
naturally for all students As tripp 1989
says skills and generalizations need to
be very precisely and directly taught p
6 if students are to make connections
between what they know and what they
do

the students that acted as subjects in
this research have worked with this model
for several months but as the results
show are still not at the stage of
automatically connecting what they know
with what they do in a specific situation

although improvements have been noted
in this area over the past few months
schmidt 1990 comments on the
importance of aspects of a task becoming
automatic when he says that if a task
requires controlled processing it cannot
be carried out concurrently with other
demanding tasks in other words until
several actions required of a given task are
at the automatic level all aspects of a
task are apt to suffer

evaluating the writing

each of the writings was typed and
coded so that it would not be possible to
know which writings belonged to which
students these were then given to two
teachers to mark using a tenpointten scalepoint
each paper was given a separate mark for
general criteria and linguistic criteria
if there was more than a twopointtwo
difference

point
in the mark given by the two

teachers the paper was given to a third
marker As it turned out none of the

ON

criteriaand
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papers required a third opinion prior to
marking the students work each marker
was given training in the use of the
evaluation system

results

table 3 gives the mean scores for both
the general criteria and the linguistic
criteria for each task

task A task B
general criteria 3.1253125 5.9695969
linguistic criteria 3.6253625 5.2815281

table 3

A paired samples ft test on task A and
task B comparing the general criteria
shows a significant difference t

15 p

15 p
t

48

857

855

9.02902
DF .001001 similarly a paired
samples ft test on task A and task B
comparing the means on the linguistic
criteria shows a significant difference

4.848 DF .001001

these results suggest that a heightened
awareness of the metacognitivemeta aspectscognitive of
a task have a significant influence on
students ability to generally organize
their work as well as on their linguistic
performance

A further interesting result is the
correlation between general scores and
linguistics scores A pearson correlation
matrix showed a correlation of .857857 on
the general criteria and linguistic
criteria marks on task A and a
correlation of .855855 on the general criteria
and linguistic criteria marks on task B

this indicates that there is a strong
correlation between metacognitivemeta
awareness

cognitive
of what a task involves and

linguistic performance on the task it also
suggests that when students are

consciously controlling several aspects of
a task their ability to achieve general
organizational objectives of the task and
their ability to perform at their optimum
linguistic level are both affected

discussion

in spite of the fact that this study has
limitations in terms of practice effect the
number of subjects involved the lack of
variety of subjects with regard to academic
achievement and language proficiency and
that an intact class was used rather than a
class formed by random selection as a
pilot study it provides some interesting
data

the impact that a graphic organizer had
on the students ability to perform this
writing task linguistically as well as in
general organizational terms suggests that
further investigation is warranted it would
be interesting for example to determine
what impact the use of a visual would
have on the writing performance of
students who are already considered to be
successful writers the present results
indicate that heightening students
metacognitivemeta awarenesscognitive of what a task
involves has significant impact on their
linguistic and organizational skills it is
possible that successful native speaker
writers would also benefit from this form
of awareness having a better
understanding of what they are doing and
why they are doing it might help these
students to become more proficient writers
as well

in addition it would be worth
investigating the effects that a visual
organizer designed to illustrate the general
objectives of a task and how the general
objectives relate to a specific situation
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would have on other types of writing
tasks the task of writing a character
sketch may in its deep structure be
similar to other types of writing tasks
yet manifest a surface structure that is
quite different providing students with
visual organizers to illustrate these
similarities and differences might enable
all students to become more proficient and
more flexible writers

conclusion

the primary advantage of this model is
that it offers a way of linking language
and content rather than focusing on
language and then on content language
and content are co taught students are
therefore able to progress academically as
well as linguistically

consequently teachers who work in an
academic setting with students who have
limited proficiency in the language of
instruction may well benefit from using a
taskbasedtask modelbased of instruction that
emphasizes the importance of background
knowledge and graphically illustrates how
this knowledge relates to a specific task

students also benefit by becoming more
proficient at recognizing generalities and
by becoming more proficient at applying
these generalities to new situations As a
result they have a better chance of not
only learning specific content in a subject
and the language used to express this
content but also a better chance of
developing a way of learning how to
leamlearnicam
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